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Presentation Notes
Technically, there is a difference between arguments and parameters, but many, including experienced computer scientists, use the terms interchangeably. This section explores the differences and relations between the two.



ARGUMENTS

• Appear in function calls

• sqrt(x);

• double y = sin(M_PI / 4); 

• Appear in function definitions

• double sqrt(double x) { . . . }

• double sin(double angle) { . . . }

PARAMETERS

ARGUMENTS VS. PARAMETERS
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Arguments (also called actual parameters) are the expressions or values appearing in function calls. Parameters (also called formal parameters) are local function variables defined in function headers. Function calls pass data from arguments to parameters.



PASSING ARGUMENTS TO PARAMETERS
MATCHING BASED ON POSITION

my_function(10, 20, 30); // function call

void my_function(int a, int b, int c) // function definition
{

.

.

.
}
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Arguments in a function call are matched to parameters in a function definition by position. In both parts of a program, commas separate arguments and parameters. The program determines position with a left-to-right scan through both lists. For now, both lists must have the same number of elements.



THREE WAYS OF PASSING PARAMETERS

• Pass by value

• Most common

• C++ and Java

• Pass by pointer

• Invented name: Really, pass by value but the value is an address

• C++ and (although hidden) Java objects

• Pass by reference

• C++ uses “reference” differently than other languages

• Must be compiled and linked (can’t pass by reference between programs)
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Java only has one way of passing arguments to parameters: pass-by-value.However, C++ has, depending on how you count, two or three ways of passing arguments to parameters. Like Java, C++ implements pass-by-value, the most common way to pass data into a function.But C++ also provides pass-by-pointer. Pass-by-pointer is not an official term because it’s just pass-by-value with some additional pointer operators. Nevertheless, the behavior of pass-by-pointer is very useful and quite distinct from pass-by-value, so it is convenient for us to give this technique a different name. And even though it’s not official, any experienced C or C++ programmer will know what you mean if you use the term pass-by-pointer.Pass by reference is the final way that C++ allows us to pass information into a function.The following sections explore these three passing techniques in detail. And you must understand the syntax and the behaviors of all three.
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